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Business Cycles, Crises and Growth: Facts, Theory,
Application

The Great Depression gave rise to
new evidence and theory about severe business downturns.
Depressions tend to be crisis type situations.
Comparing more "normal" business cycles with severe ones
can help characterize each.
Knowing the di¤erences is key for policy responses.
Business cycle & crisis theory used
in formulating growth theory & policy.
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Facts: Cycles and Growth Trends

Depressions a sub-category of business cycles.
Business cycles De…ned broadly as
comovement of aggregate macroeconomic variables.
Cycles and growth trends called stylized facts.
Such facts: general, characterizations, consistent with data.
So study cycles & trends where have Stylized Facts.
Eg. real GDP grows at faster & positive rate during expansion, or
boom,
grows at a slower & possibly negative rate during contraction, or
recession.
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Trends

Trend: long term average of series, for Example.
or long term movement upwards or downwards in data series.

Stylized growth trend example:
US Post-WWII, real GDP growth rate average of 3.5%.
Other examples
Average US real GDP growth rate of 2% over last century.
0% growth rate: before industrial revolution of the 18th century.
Rising trend upwards in growth rate itself since 1700.
From technical change using physical capital & human capital.

US Real GDP since 1930 between 2

3%, around 2.61%.

"Detrending": take average, or the Trend, out of data.
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US Real GDP Growth: Detrended

Figure: Real GDP Growth minus a 2.61% trend.
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Great Recession’s Recovery Below Trend

After NBER recession of 2008-2010, economy below 2.61% growth
rate.
Still under-performing.
Even worse if use post 1947 data:
If subtract 3.5% from real GDP growth rate data,
recent experience is much more "below trend" recovery.
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Business Cycle Terminology
Business cycles "dated"
by National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER).
Uses full set of comovements in macro variables
for dating business cycles.
How variables comove,
with each other and with real GDP growth.

Procyclic: if variable moves up in expansions & down in contractions,
similar to Real GDP growth
then is pro-cyclic.

Countercyclic: if variable moves down in expansions & up in
contractions,
Acyclic: if variable has no marked tendency
either up or down with business cycle.

Examples, biggest two parts of GDP:
consumption (Personal Consumption Expenditure),
investment (Gross Private Domestic Investment).
Both pro-cyclic: rise & fall with real GDP growth.
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Consumption and Investment

Both move with GDP but Investment more Volatile
Means it has bigger swings in percentage terms than output.
Investment moves up and down by more that output.
Consumption moves almost by same degree as output.
But Consumption moves up % down a bit less than does output.
Post 1959, correlation between Cons, Output is 0.89.
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Consumption, Investment, Output: Percentage Change

Figure: US Growth Rate of Real: Personal Consumption Expenditure (Blue),
Gross Private Investement (Red), and Gross Domestic Product (Green),
1947-2014.
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Detrend rate of growth of series by 3.5%

Subtract 3.5 from the Rate of growth of each:
Consumption, Investment, and Output, over time.
Get Growth of each ‡uctuating around the 3.5 Trend.
Where the 0 point of vertical axis is a 3.5% growth rate.
Shows how Great Recession Growth rate under trend.
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Detrended Series

Figure: US 1930-2014, Growth Rate of Both Real Personal Consumption
Expenditure (Red) and Real GDP (Blue) Minus 3.5% (trend growth rate).
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Ratios of GDP Components to GDP

C/Y, I/Y, G/Y are Shares of GDP.
All shares add up to one.
Each share is a fraction of GDP.
Each share is less than one.
Or can express fractional share as a Percent.
US Consumption share is 58%-70% of GDP Post 1947.
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GDP Share Comovements over Cycle

C/Y a bit Countercyclic.
If take out Durable Goods consumption,
Consumption of Non-Durables & Services as GDP share:
more countercyclic.
Since Durable Goods share of GDP procyclic.
I/Y is procyclic as well
Government spending Share of GDP: counter-cyclic.
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C/Y a Bit Countercyclic
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I/Y Procyclic

Figure: US Gross Private Domestic Investment as a Share of GDP, 1929-2014.
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Durable-Goods/GDP Procyclic

Figure: US Personal Consumption Expenditures on Durable Goods, as share of
GDP, 1929-2013.
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(Consumption Less Durable) / GDP
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G/Y: Peaks Near or In Recession: Countercyclic

Figure: US 1956-2014 Growth Rate of Real Government Consumption and Gross
Investment Minus 3.5% (growth trend).
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Govt Non-Defense/ GDP: More Countercyclic?

Figure: US Federal Non-Defense Consumption Expenditure and Gross
Investment, Share of GDP, 1929-2013.
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State and Local Govt Share

Figure: Government Consumption and Gross Investment at the State and Local
level, as a share of GDP, US 1929-2014.
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GDI: Compensation Share

Figure: US Compensation of Employees as a Share of GDI, 1929-2013.
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GDI: Net Operating Surplus

Figure: US Net Operating Surplus Private Enterprise, as a Share of GDI,
1929-2013.
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GDI: Consumption of Fixed Capital Share

Figure: US Consumption of Fixed Capital, as a Share of GDI, 1929-2013.
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Theory: Cycles and Trends
Business cycle & trend evidence:
systemic cycles & strong growth trends.

Suggests business cycles not subject to being eliminated
by any perspicacious government policy.

They exist & should be explained to have govt help.
How government can help ameliorate e¤ects of downturns.

Such government policy characterized as providing insurance
Against normal recessions and crises,
rare events such as bank crises or wars.

Normal growth explained by rising productivity.
Productivity increase attributed to technological change.
Best policy for high growth key focus.
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Real Business Cycle Theory
Friedman and Schwartz (1964) business cycles
caused by errant monetary policy.
Based on study of US history, Great Depression.

Kydland and Prescott (1982):
random shocks to economy’s aggregate productivity trend
gives good description of correlations of economic variables over cycle.

Increasing technological progress followed
by periods of decreasing technological progress,
or even technological regress
became popular, well-tested, theory.

Known as real business cycle theory (RBC).
Based on historical averages of business cycle experience,
but not crises experience; no crisis from 1939-2007.
Relegated as secondary: emphasis on money & banking.
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Annual rate of change for US labor productivity

Figure: US Labor Productivity 1955-2014.
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Symbolically

y = f (l, k ) in symbolic terms.
Let y = Al 0.33 k 0.67 .
Productivity factor in y = Al 0.33 k 0.67 is parameter A.
If A increases then any combination of labor & capital inputs
ends up giving more output.

A thought of as productivity indicator of inputs,
both labor & capital together.

Labor productivity y /l a related measure of productivity.
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Total Factor Productivity

Labor productivity: divide output by labor input.
varies with k/l ratio.

Accounting for all factor change & getting residual
called total factor productivity, or TFP.

TFP residual contribution from A in computing Output y
after including labor & capital ( l 0.33 k 0.67 ).

TFP and labor productivity move together post 1951.
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TFP and Labor Productivity

Figure: US Total Factor Productivity (Blue), and Labor Productivity (Red),
1951-2015
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Shocks to TFP
RBC theory: shocks upwards & downwards in TFP, or A.
generates business cycles moments in model, as in data.
Eg.: average correlation between consumption & output.
Also average correlation between investment & output,
average correlation between labor hours & output.

Shocks to TFP have been used also for depression type periods
& long period of depressed output growth; eg. lost decade.
These TFP shocks assumed exogenous to model.
Not so conventional since explains Depression as TFP drop.

Policy-makers need to know what is causing TFP drop
Productivity falling is an explanation: but no immediate policy
implications.
Government can help increase education &
research and development.

Question is government involvement or better done by private sector.
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RBC Puzzles
Exogenous TFP shock theory of business cycles
led to many unresolved issues in explaining normal business cycles.
Called unresolved puzzles even with large consensus accepting basic
idea
of productivity shocks causing business cycles.
Puzzles in sense that they often can be resolved by re…ning RBC theory.

Many such possible resolutions for each puzzle,
but each can make related puzzles even harder to solve.
Always compare to "moments" of the data, like Correlation.

Eg. consumption moves insu¢ ciently relative to output, compared to
the data.
Many answers, none widely accepted.
Problem: a temporary income shock treated by consumer
as adding to temporary but not permanent income.
Representative consumer is forward-looking.

Called the consumption-output puzzle: most central RBC puzzle .
Another Eg.: getting su¢ cient labor movement over business cycle.
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Extensions with Human Capital
One way to resolve consumption-output puzzle:
productivity shock a¤ects current output and future output;
results if Education & Research sectors are
1) included in the total aggregate economy &
2) a¤ected similarly by productivity shock as is rest of economy.

Shock to Education & Research sectors
increases human capital accumulation;
increases economy’s Growth Rate temporarily.

Temporary increase in output in goods production
buttressed by additional increase in stream of future output
because of higher human capital investment.

Economy-wide shock causes permanent income to rise.
Permanent income up, means consumption up by more.
Can resolve consumption puzzle:
so it now moves by more with output, in RBC model,
and as in data.
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Growth Theory
Economic growth process: foundation in productivity theory.
Assume exogenous upward trend in productivity,
& …nd can explain basic styilized features of growth trends over time.
Growth theory closely related to RBC business cycle theory.

Both RBC theory & neoclassical growth theory
depend on changes in exogenously speci…ed productivity.
RBC theory: productivity rises & falls relative to trend.
Neoclassical growth theory: trend of a stable growth rate,
such as 2-3.5% in recent US history by steady productivity increase.

Growth assumes productivity rises at a constant rate every year.
assumed rate of change in "TFP" productivity parameter A
of production function: delivers output growth rate trend.

Still a …rst step: Because productivity increase exogenously assumed
One explanation for productivity: based on human capital.
Invest in education & research, knowledge base rises.
Can explain growth trend & cycles by adding human capital sector.
Human capital explanation leads to policy of how to raise productivity.
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Growth Policy
If human capital accumulation raises productivity,
government can leave education & research to private sector.
Makes sense only if markets are functioning very well.
Yet broadly accepted: human capital market does not work seamlessly.
Question: Can government do what private sector cannot?

An old, popular solution: Henry George Progress and Poverty 1879.
taxes on property ownership; we do this in nearly every city in US,
& use these taxes to …nance education system in that locality.
So value of area property, in terms of land and house value,
determines tax revenue …nancing education of locality.

Many problems: urban blight, "rust-belt", natural industry migration.
Abandoned houses bring down property value & taxes received.
Can be ameliorated by government policy.

Student loans can be subsidized by government.
Broad human capital access:
happy coincidence of decreasing internal discord & discrimination,
& increasing everyone’s growth prospects with higher productivity.
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Crisis Theory: Money and Banking
In Crises, human capital investment lower priority.
Banking, Monetary Policy, Keynesian Spending: main focus.
US 2008-2010 collapse of investment bank Lehman Brothers
bankruptcy …ling September 15, 2008.
Led to run on mutual fund banks: investment banking.
Investment banks had insu¢ cient reserves to pay out depositors.

Bank run in Great Depression: for retail banks; created FDIC 1933..
Investment bank "mutual fund deposits" uninsured by FDIC,
after US …nancial deregulation; early 1980s till early 1990s.

US declared banking holiday in 1933, reopened banks with FDIC
2008-2010: US began insuring mutual fund deposits,
injected massive new reserves into banking system;
Fed bought both mortgage loans & US Treasury debt.
Stabilized banking system, but kept up subsidizes,
with "Above Market" Rates paid on Excess Reserves held at Fed,
for 10 Systematically important banks; Depression successfully avoided.
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Details
Unemployment rate above 10% in 2008-2010.
Fed bought up bad mortgage loans & far more US Treasury debt
than ever had historically.
By buying debt, Fed injected much money into …nancial markets.
Called increasing liquidity of markets;
made cost of borrowing money low.

Federal Funds Rate …xed at 0.025 for 7 years since 2008.
Banks borrow cheaply, savers lend cheaply; negative real Rate:
distorts markets, taxing saver, subsidizing borrower.
Averted big de‡ation, consistent with Fisher & Hayek advice.

Real interest rate low, & negative, much of time since 2008.
Argument ensues on role of Keynesian government spending during
Great Recession.
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Rare Events

Recent theory of Crisis called rare events.
Allows for low likelihood possibilities of war & bank collapse.
Incorporates such possibility into consumer, …rm expectations.
Better explains how deep or prolonged recession can occur.
For example, can better explain stock market prices with this twist.
Standard RBC theory fails to explain well stock & asset prices.
This merges Macroeconomics with Finance, and
failure to explain asset prices is taken as serious shortcoming.
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Application: Finance Primer & Equity Premium Puzzle
Related Finance RBC puzzle is "equity premium puzzle."
Equity premium equals: di¤erence between average
historical return to owning equity shares (stocks) of companies
& return to earning interest by buying government bonds.
Puzzle: RBC models predict smaller di¤erence than observed in data.

Stock market: shares of ownership in companies are traded.
Countries have di¤erent stock markets; can have many or none.
Stock markets trade shares of publically registered companies.
Exchanges allow buyers & sellers to meet & trade;
eg. US: New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) & Nasdaq exchange.

US government raises money by borrowing from public.
US Treasury issue new debt; borrow speci…ed amount of money
at speci…ed interest rate, for most debt; some vary with in‡ation.
US Treasury debt also in terms of speci…ed period of time, or maturity.
average return, or yield, can be computed on US Treasury debt.

RBC equity return too low & debt yield too high compared to data.
Needs to better price risk; eg. including Rare (Bad) Events.
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Summary
Facts, theory & application of comovements of macro variables.
Correlations of series examined, by themselves, & using share of GDP.

Consumption, investment & GDP highly positively correlated.
Consumption ‡uctuates by less than does output.
Investment ‡uctuates by more than does output.

Trends: real consumption, investment & output grow at same rate.
Real business cycle theory to explain business cycles
through (exogenous) ‡uctuations in aggregate productivity.
not through government spending as in Keynesian Cross.
Are remaining RBC puzzles compared to data.

Crisis times not explained well by large productivity drop.
Instead augment RBC with money & banking, and Rare Events.

Economic growth: explained by exogenous trend up in productivity.
while RBC productivity ‡uctuations around growth trend.
Human capital theory: to explain productivity, growth, endogenously.

Application: Equity premium puzzle.
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Appendix: Sectoral Transformation in GDP Shares
Trend down in Goods consumption

Figure: US Personal Consumption Expenditure on Goods as a Share of GDP,
1929-2014.
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Trend up in Service

Figure: US Personal Consumption Expenditures on Services, as share of GDP,
1929-2013.
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Trend Down in Non-Durables (Not Durables)

Figure: US Personal Consumption Expenditures on Non-Durable Goods, as share
of GDP, 1929-2013.
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Questions
1

2

3
4

5

6

7
8

What are business cycles and growth trends in terms of the aggregate
economy?
What role does real GDP growth play in determining at which point
the economy resides in terms of its business cycle?
What is the average growth rate of the economy?
How do aggregate consumption and investment relate to real GDP
over the business cycle?
Provide an example of data supporting the idea that government
expenditure plays a social insurance role.
How do the national income components of compensation, net
operating surplus and capital consumption behave over the business
cycle?
How does real business cycle theory explain business cycles?
What are alternative theories of the business cycle other than RBC
theory?
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Questions 9-15.

9. De…ne TFP and explain how shock to TFP can generate a business
cycle.
10. Describe an RBC puzzle.
11. How does human capital theory extend RBC models in order to
explain productivity change?
12. What is the foundation of neoclassical growth theory and what are
some pro-growth policy options?
13. What are some theories of economic crises; how do these di¤er from
RBC theory; and how do these relate to rare events.
14. Explain what is the equity premium puzzle.
15. Describe an example of structural transformation that has taken place
in the US since WWII.
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